
We are proud to present 
multi-instrumentalist and producer Tobias Sieberts new project

AND THE GOLDEN CHOIR
with his debut album
„Another Half Life“

 
AND THE GOLDEN CHOIR is Tobias Siebert - A man and his records. Plus a dozen of imagined alter  
egos. He plays various instruments, records them himself, presses the results on VINYL and plays these  
records on stage, wonderfully crackling, analogue and instead of a band. 

With this analogue approach,  Siebert  its  somehow behind the times,  or  beyond it,  depending on the 
perspective. The instrumentally wide-ranging melancholic compositions always find back on their feet in 
Sieberts  unique  bittersweet  voice  which  is  sometimes  reminiscent  of  Antony  And  The  Johnsons, 
sometimes of anthem-like feats à la PJ Harvey.

Tobias Siebert works as a PRODUCER for German bands like Me And My Drummer, Phillip Boa, Enno  
Bunger, Slut and many more.. The well-respected German indie-music magazine Spex once dubbed him 
“the german Chris Walla“ and called him “indie pope”.   

In the past two years, And The Golden Choir and his turntable has played over 150 SHOWS supporting 
celebrated German bands like Hundreds, Me and my Drummer, Marcus Wiebusch, Kante and Slut in 
front of 300 - 800 people, over 32.000 in total. 

German CRITICS just LOVE it!

Stephan Rehm of leading German music magazine ("Another half life" - second best album of January 2015) 
writes:
"ANOTHER HALF LIFE is a masterpiece fallen out of time in respect of songwriting, arrangement and  
dramaturgy." [.. ]"Fans of  Talk Talk, Radiohead and Get Well Soon will be able to survive this winter  
unscathed.“

Andreas Bocholte writes on spiegel.online, the biggest German news website: 
„Gospel could be the right word to describe this music that is unmodern in the best sense of the word, or  
you could  near  it  to  the  always  a  bit  sanctimonious  Folk  genre.  The  longing  up and down of  the  
compositions and Sieberts wailing vocals sounds are reminiscent of the pathos of Radioheads early  
years,  Bon Ivers  oddnes,  Talk  Talks  idiosyncrasy,  Antony  Hegartys  holiness,  and give  a  glistering  
glimpse of the untainted, snowy plains of Fleet Foxes. “

Here is a link to the MUSIC:  https://www.musicglue.com/and-the-golden-choir

https://www.musicglue.com/and-the-golden-choir/


most important promo results

RADIO "Album of the week"

"NDR Info" – national public radio station in North Germany, 610K listeners/hour
"Radio Eins" national public station in Berlin and East Germany– 350 K listeners/hour
"FluxFM" –public alternative radio station in Berlin and Stuttgart,  80K listeners/hour

RADIO presentations:

"Deutschlandfunk-/radio", nationwide public radio station 1.7 mio listeners/hour
"MDR Figaro" – public radio station Mid/East Germany: 300K listeners/hour
"WDR2"  - national public radio station West Germany: 3.700K listeners/hour

TV feature 
ZDF „Aspekte“  national public TV station, weekly cultural programme  1 mio viewers 

PRINT "Album of the week"
Musikexpress - circ.  50K, readership 100K second best album of the months January/2015
Rolling Stone - circ. 50K, readership approx 150K 

features in most music magazines like 
Musikexpress + track on cover mount
Rolling Stone + track on cover mount
SPEX + track on cover mount
Intro magazine

ONLINE features:
Spiegel Online 192 mio visits/mont. Review in the album review section 
Zeit.de 28 mio visits/month
DPA - biggest German news syndicator



ANOTHER HALF LIFE
AND THE GOLDEN CHOIR 

When did gospel music become part of indierock music? Came it along with SPIRITUALIZED (Ladies  
And Gentlemen, We Are Floating In Space) BLURs, „Tender" or with the FLEET FLOXES? Whatever - 
musician and producer TOBIAS SIEBERT from Berlin created with his first affair of heart called AND 
THE GOLDEN CHOIR his release ,Another Half Life", which is a great gospel record for history. And this 
in a traditional city like Berlin where bass drum sounds and snare tunes rule the resident clubs.

AND THE GOLDEN CHOIR is religion - the religion of music. 
This is the transformation of harmony and a free fall into a angelic choir made of universe and cosmos.

Voices full of fear fly over all of us. Through all of us. 

A choir rises nihilistic noises from the end of the city, at the end of the story and at the end of a song.

Why just cant someone turn this record?

TOBIAS SIEBERT plays his live playbacks with choirs, soft hammering pianoparts, bass, drums, guitars  
and string players on a record player. Not only his own music is on this records. You will find there also 
the ghosts from his past. So he is able to create a own community of souls within 33 1/3 turns per minute,  
which symbolizes his own hallucinated music community. Our personalities only live by the ghost of the 
choir and you need technical tools to catch them. Every tone of his music makes your skin vibrating and 
turns your room into a spaceship.

KATE BUSH, SYD BARRETT, ANTONY HEGARTY, CURTIS MAYFIELD or RICHARD ASHCROFT: they 
all are cut from the same cloth. The swinging body feigns the gate to the world. The own voice is the  
vibrato of an unknown time, that lights the space of the day dream. there are bright lights all over the 
place. And let's rest in a moment of eternity.

(Maurice Antonius Summen)

andthegoldenchoir.com


